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a b s t r a c t

Coolant mixing under natural circulation flow regime constitutes a key parameter that may

play a role in the course of an accidental transient in a nuclear pressurized water reactor.

This issue has motivated some experimental investigations carried out within the OECD/

NEA PKL projects. The aim was to assess the coolant mixing phenomenon in the reactor

pressure vessel downcomer and the core lower plenum under several asymmetric steady

andunsteady flowconditions, and to provide experimental data for code validations. Former

studies addressed the mixing phenomenon using, on the one hand, one-dimensional

computational approaches with cross flows that are not fully validated under transient

conditions and, on the other hand, expensive computational fluid dynamic tools that

are not always justified for large-scale macroscopic phenomena. In the current framework,

an unsteady coolant mixing experiment carried out in the Rossendorf coolant mixing

test facility is simulated using the three-dimensional porous media capabilities of

the thermalehydraulic system CATHARE code. The current study allows highlighting the

current capabilities of these codes and their suitability for reproducing themain phenomena

occurring during asymmetric transient natural circulation mixing conditions.

Copyright © 2017, Published by Elsevier Korea LLC on behalf of Korean Nuclear Society. This

is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/

licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).

1. Introduction

Buoyant mixing phenomenon in the reactor pressure vessel

(RPV) has increasingly been considered experimentally as well

as analytically, using dedicated test facilities and advanced

computational methodologies. Indeed, under asymmetric

natural circulation (NC) cooling conditions, mixing in the RPV

of a nuclear pressurized water reactor constitutes a key

parameter that may impact the course of a given accidental

transient. In practice, safety evaluations generally use three

different computationalmethods in order to take into account

the mixing phenomenon.

The first possibility is based on the use of one-dimensional

(1D) thermalehydraulic system codes [1]. In this case, mixing

in the RPV downcomer or core lower plenum is simulated by

nodalization based on the cross-flow junctions between par-

allel 1D components using the so-called mixing matrices [2].

The latter represent fixed values of mixing coefficients for a
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given cooling loop configuration. They are generally derived

from experiments performed mostly under forced steady-

state flow conditions [2,3]. However, under NC flow condi-

tions, mixing factors vary according to inherent system

behavior such as thermal stratification, degree of asymmetry

between cooling loops, and competing driving forces in the

RPV [4]. Consequently, the assumption of fixed mixing factors

throughout a transient time span is, in some cases, not con-

servative and not always justified.

The second alternative uses computational fluid dynamic

(CFD) codes [5,6]. This choice seems to be most adequate for

such purposes. However, the numerical solution is obtained

using nodalization based on millions of nodes, and thus very

large central processing unit (CPU) time is required. Further-

more, CFD codes are suitable for microscopic or component

scale phenomena, and they are generally dependent on

imposed boundary conditions provided by a thermal-

ehydraulic system code. In this case, the phenomena occur-

ring in a given component such as the RPV are decoupled from

those occurring in the cooling loops [2]. This drawback is

generally overcome using a coupled CFDethermalehydraulic

system code. However, besides the tedious tasks related to the

coupling interface, errors could be generated due to the

adopted coupling process [7].

The third possibility consists in using thermalehydraulic

system codes having 3D macroscopic porous approach fea-

tures [8]. Indeed, this alternative offers many advantages and

allows overcoming of drawbacks of the aforementioned ap-

proaches because of the following:

� Interactions between all the reactor components are

handled together at the same time, and thus there is no

need to implement the code coupling process.

� It is suitable for phenomena occurring at largemacroscopic

scales such as the RPV.

� The numerical solution is obtained using thousands of

nodes and reduced CPU times.

� This method avoids the use of fixed mixing matrix

coefficients.

Recently, it has been emphasized by studies that investi-

gated transient scenarios including loss of coolant accidents

[9,10], and asymmetric cooling under NC flow transients

[11,12], that the use of 3D thermalehydraulic system codes

allows one to obtain better code predictions of complex phe-

nomena occurring in experimental facilities. The mixing

phenomenon in the RPV under quasistatic asymmetric NC

steady-state conditions was investigated by Bousbia Salah

and Vlassenbroeck [11]. The study showed good prediction

capabilities of the 3D CATHARE2/V2.5_2/mod8.1 code (devel-

oped by CEA, EDF, AREVA, and IRSN [13]). However, it was not

possible to directly extrapolate such findings to conditions in

which mixing is supposed to vary during the transient, as for

instance under a main steam line break scenario. Therefore,

the main objective of the current study is to evaluate the code

3D modeling capabilities in predicting the mixing under

asymmetric unsteady loop conditions. For this purpose, the

Rossendorf coolant mixing test facility (ROCOM) T2.2 experi-

ment [14], carried out within the framework of the interna-

tional OECD/NEA PKL-2 project, is considered. The outcomes

show acceptable code prediction accuracy and subsequently

demonstrate the suitability of using 3D thermalehydraulic

system codes for such purposes.

2. Test facility description

The ROCOM test facility (see Fig. 1) is a 1:5 scaled mockup of a

four-loop nuclear reactor RPV [15,16]. The facility was built in

order to investigate the coolant mixing phenomenon in the

RPV downcomer and the core inlet zones, as well as the

thermal stratification phenomenon that may take place in the

connecting legs. For this purpose, advanced instrumentation

that delivers high-resolution information for temperature and

boron concentration fields was installed. The downcomer

sensors consist of two grids at the inner and outer sides of the

downcomer walls. Each one consists of 64 azimuthal and 29

measuring positions over the downcomer height. By contrast,

Fig. 1 e Layout of the RPV of the ROCOM facility. ROCOM,

Rossendorf coolant mixing; RPV, reactor pressure vessel.

Table 1 e Initial conditions of the ROCOM T2.2 test.

Loop number 1 2, 3, 4

Volumetric flow rate (L/sec) 0.0 6.27

Relative density 1.12 1.0

ROCOM, Rossendorf coolant mixing test facility.
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Fig. 2 e Test T2.2 loop flow rate boundary conditions.

Fig. 3 e Layout of the CATHARE nodalization of the RPV of

the ROCOM facility. ROCOM, Rossendorf coolant mixing;

RPV, reactor pressure vessel.

Fig. 4 e View of the RPV axial and radial nodalization. RPV,

reactor pressure vessel.
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the 192 core inlet sensors are integrated into the lower core

support plate at the entry position of each of the core as-

semblies. Temperature stratification can also be measured

through sensors located in 216 measurement points over the

cold leg cross sections.

Actually, the wire mesh sensor measures the instanta-

neous local water conductivity smeasuredðr; q; zÞ and derive the

corresponding water density difference with a measurement

error of about 3.5% [14,17]. The RPV of the ROCOM facility is

filled with demineralized water at atmospheric temperature

and pressure conditions. The desired water density could be

changed by injecting adequate amounts of sugar or ethanol

according to the test requirements. In this way, fluid relative

density can be changed in the range of 0.96e1.2 [16].

3. ROCOM test T2.2 description

The mixing phenomenon in the RPV under quasistatic

asymmetric NC conditions [11] emphasized the influence of

Table 2 e CATHARE initial and boundary scaled-up
ROCOM T2.2 test conditions.

Loop number 1 2, 3, 4

Temperature (�C) 150.5 236.0

Density (kg/m3) 918.3 819.9

Mass flow rate (kg/sec) 0.0 7.2

ROCOM, Rossendorf coolant mixing test facility.

Fig. 5 e Measured and calculated MSs in the RPV downcomer. MS, mixing scalar; RPV, reactor pressure vessel.

Fig. 6 e Measured and calculated MSs in the core inlet plenum. MS, mixing scalar.
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the degree of asymmetry between the cooling loops on the

mixing level in the RPV downcomer. In the current ROCOM

T2.2 test, the dynamic behavior of the mixing level is

assessed by increasing the asymmetry between the cooling

loops during the transient. The experiment starts at ambient

room temperature and pressure conditions. At the start of

the test, symmetric volumetric flow rate conditions exist in

all the four cooling loops (see Table 1). Shortly after the start

of the test, higher-density water (with sugar) is injected into

Loop 1 (the affected loop) at a constant flow rate of about

6.27 L/s. This value is maintained throughout the transient

time span. By contrast, as shown in Fig. 2, the mass flow

rates in Loops 2e4 (intact loops) are gradually decreased to

zero. In this way, the flow asymmetry between Loop 1 and

Loops 2e4 is progressively increased. Mixing in the RPV

downcomer and the core inlet plenum is then implicitly

measured each 0.1 seconds using the following mixing scalar

(MS) formula:

MSmeasuredðr; q; zÞ ¼ smeasuredðr; q; zÞ � sintact�loops�
saffected�loop � sintact�loops

� (1)

where smeasuredðr; q; zÞ is the instantaneous local water con-

ductivity measured through the sensors.

4. CATHARE model

CATHARE-2/V2.5_2/mod8.1 is a thermalehydraulic system

code that solves the conservation laws for water and steam for

a wide variety of single- and two-phase flow conditions. The

code also has 3D porous vessel component capabilities where

turbulence models could be optionally used. The numerical

solution is achieved using a semi-implicit scheme, while the

1D model is based on a fully implicit solver.

The adopted CATHARE nodalization for the current study

is a full 3D vessel model with boundary conditions imposed at

the vessel loop leg connecting nozzles. The nodalization is

built up according to the pursued methodology of the former

study [11], based on the porous media approach. Actually, the

CATHARE code models the complex geometries of the

different components of the vessel using the surface and

volume porosity approaches. Surface porosity is used to

Fig. 7 e Fluid temperature distributions (�C) in the RPV downcomer at 50 seconds. (A) Measured RPV downcomer

temperature distribution. (B) Calculated RPV downcomer temperature distribution. RPV, reactor pressure vessel.
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represent the cold and hot leg connections to the vessel.

Volumetric porosity is used to represent the upper and lower

parts of the downcomer, core grid support plate, core basket,

lower plenum sieve drum, and lower plenum semispherical

shape. In the current model, as shown in Fig. 3, 12 radial, 32

azimuthal, and 40 axial nodes are considered. The 3D nodes

have different porosity values ranging from 0.2 to 1. This

prevents the possibility to consider the turbulence model of

the CATHARE code, which applies only to models having all

3D node porosity values equal to unity.

The first nine internal radial meshes are chosen to cover

the sensor positions at the core inlet plenum. The remaining

two radial nodes were dedicated for the downcomer zone in

order to simulate the inner and outer downcomer sensors. In

the axial direction, 29meshes were chosen to cope with the 29

axial wire mesh sensor positions. The remaining 11 axial

nodes were chosen in order to obtain good representability of

the downcomer shape (see Fig. 4). In the azimuthal direction,

32 nodes are considered. In this configuration, each azimuthal

node lumps together two downcomer sensor positions, and

each of the eight RPV nozzle (cold and hot leg) connections are

represented by two azimuthal nodes (see Fig. 3).

5. Calculation results

The main CATHARE initial and boundary conditions are out-

lined in Table 2. The ROCOM test conditions (low pressure,

density variation due to diluted sugar) were scaled in order to

preserve the dimensionless Froude number:

Fr ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
v2

gL
r

Dr

s
(2)

This is achieved by keeping the velocity n and the length L

unchanged, and by conserving the experimental relative

density ratio
Dr

r
. In this case,

Dr

r
¼ 1:12 (see Table 2).

Therefore, for a pressure of 3.8 MPa, the coolant tempera-

tures will be 150.5�C in Loop 1 and 236�C in Loops 2e4.

Fig. 8 e Fluid temperature distributions (�C) in the RPV downcomer at 65 seconds. (A) Measured RPV downcomer

temperature distribution. (B) Calculated RPV downcomer temperature distribution. RPV, reactor pressure vessel.
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The CATHARE simulation was carried out for a transient

period of 150 seconds with a maximal time step of 0.01 sec-

onds. Actually, the effective time step is imposed by the semi-

implicit 3D courant limit solver scheme. The first 10 seconds

of the calculations are dedicated to the stabilization phase of

the steady-state period.

A comparative study is carried out between the measured

and calculated MSs in the downcomer and at the core inlet

zones. The calculated MS is derived based on the calculated

temperatures in the RPV and in the loop nozzles using the

following formula:

MSCalculatedðr; q; zÞ ¼ Tmeasuredðr; q; zÞ � Tintact�loops�
Taffected�loop � Tintact�loops

� (3)

The simulation results versus themeasuredmaximumand

mean values of the MS in the RPV downcomer and core inlet

plenum are shown in Figs. 5 and 6, respectively. As can be

seen, the predicted evolution of the maximum and average

values of the MS in the downcomer and core lower plenum is

well captured during the transient. The qualitative agreement

is good, while from the quantitative point of view a discrep-

ancy of 25% with respect to the measurements is observed.

This discrepancy is of the same magnitude as that observed

under static experiments [11] and also as that observed when

the TRACE code was used for the same scenario [12].

A better qualitative and quantitative representation is

emphasized in a 2D plan snapshot. The measured and

calculated fluid temperature distributions in the RPV down-

comer at 50 seconds, 65 seconds, and 80 seconds are shown in

Figs. 7, 8, and 9, respectively. As can be seen, the descending

plume and even the macroscopic turbulence in the down-

comer are well predicted by the CATHARE code. Furthermore,

it is also interesting to notice that the dynamic evolution of

the predicted mixing level in the RPV downcomer agrees well

with the experimental value throughout the transient time

span. This interface, which separates the low-density fluid

Fig. 9 e Fluid temperature distributions (�C) in the RPV downcomer at 80 seconds. (A) Measured RPV downcomer

temperature distribution. (B) Calculated RPV downcomer temperature distribution. RPV, reactor pressure vessel.
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from the higher-density one, moves from the bottom to the

top following the increase of the mass flow rate difference

between Loop 1 and the remaining loops. Indeed, unlike the

experiment, in which a net and sharp separationwas found to

exist between the hot and cold water in the downcomer, the

calculated interface is somewhat diffused. This leads to an

overprediction of the mean temperature; consequently, the

experimental MS is underpredicted. The origin of this

discrepancy may be a combination of the following factors:

� Measurement uncertainty: The sensors measure the water

conductivity with an uncertainty of 3.5%. This thermal

conductivity is afterward translated into a density dif-

ference. Indeed, a density variation of 1.0% leads to a

temperature difference of about 10 K under high-pressure

conditions. This could be a source of discrepancies be-

tween the MS measured using Eq. (1) and that calculated

using Eq. (3).

� Azimuthal nodalization: In the considered RPV model

based on 32 azimuthal nodes, two downcomer sensor po-

sitions are merged into one node. This leads to a relatively

coarse temperature evaluation. Actually, it is expected that

higher meshing resolution will provide better simulation

results.

In the current framework, the impact of the nodalization

and the measurement uncertainty are addressed in the

following sensitivity analyses.

Fig. 10 e CATHARE predictions of the maximal value of the MS in the downcomer using 64 and 32 azimuthal nodes. MS,

mixing scalar.

Fig. 11 e CATHARE predictions of the averaged value of the MS in the core inlet plenum using 64 and 32 azimuthal nodes.

MS, mixing scalar.
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6. Sensitivity assessments

In Fig. 5, the experimental measurement shows a maximum

MS close to unity. Thismeans that the coldwater coming from

Loop 1 goes downward with practically no mixing with its

surrounding milieu. In other words, the surrounding flow

vortexes are not strong enough to perturb the descending

plume. This is not the case in the predicted scenario, in which

flow diffusion and vortexes seem to have a stronger impact on

the descending plume.

Conversely, one can observe in Fig. 6 that themeasuredMS

in the core lower plenum is higher with respect to the simu-

lated value, and that the difference between the measured

maximum and the average MS is lower with respect to the

code predictions. This means that cold water has a tendency

to occupy the lower part of the RPV. Such stratification is not

well predicted by the code simulation, due probably to a

stronger impact of flow diffusion and vortexes.

In order to assess the possible origin on the observed dis-

crepancies between the calculations and experimental re-

sults, test T2.2 was resimulated by considering a higher

nodalization scheme and biased flow boundary conditions.

6.1. Nodalization effect

According to two studies [11,12], the azimuthal node number

constitutes a key parameter for accurate simulation of the

mixing phenomena in the RPV downcomer under NC flow

regimes. Using nodalization based on 64 azimuthal nodes, the

downcomer azimuthal and axial nodes exactly fit the number

of the experimental mesh wire sensors in both azimuthal and

axial directions, respectively. As can be seen in Fig. 10, the

maximumvalue of theMS in the downcomer is improved. The

discrepancy is now 15% instead of 20%. Indeed, with finer

meshing, less node diffusion is obtained. By contrast, as

shown in Fig. 11, code predictions of the mean MS in the core

lower plenum zone remainmore or less unchanged. This is an

expected result because, unlike the maximum MS, which

represents a local parameter, the mean MS is a global

parameter and is not affected by a higher core node number

(576 instead of 288), and more particularly is not affected

when the core node number is higher than the core sensor

number (192).

On the whole, the higher meshing resolution scheme does

not significantly reduce the discrepancy; it only increases the

CPU time. The latter is multiplied by a factor of 10 when the

azimuthal node number is doubled (see Table 3). Thus, for a

four-cooling-loop configuration, acceptable predictions of the

mixing scenarios can be obtained using a model based on

16e32 azimuthal nodes (i.e., 4e8 times the number of the

cooling loops).

6.2. Measurement uncertainty effect

In order to assess the impact of the water conductivity mea-

surement uncertainty of 3.5% on the code predictions of the

mean MS value, the density difference between Loop 1 and

Loops 2e4 is increased. Actually, no information about the

correlation between the conductivity change and the density

variation is available. Thus, in order to encompass this lack,

the mass flow rate (i.e., the coolant density) of Loop 1 was

increased by 10%, while themass flow rates in Loops 2e4 were

decreased by 10%. In this way, the impact of the flow diffusion

and the vortexes on the descending plume is reduced. As can

be seen in Fig. 12, the mean value of the MS in the core lower

Fig. 12 e CATHARE predictions of the averaged value of the MS in the core inlet plenum with 10% higher mass flow in Loop

1. MS, mixing scalar.

Table 3 e Computational time required using 32 and 64
azimuthal node numbers.

Azimuthal node number 32 64

CPU time (sec) ~18,000 ~200,000

CPU, central processing unit.
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plenum is improved, notwithstanding the fact that the

discrepancy remains high at 20% instead of 25%.

7. Conclusion

In the current study, a 3D model of the thermalehydraulic

system code CATHARE2_V2.5_2mod8.1 is assessed against the

OECD/PKL-2 ROCOM T2.2 experiment. The pursued goal was

the evaluation of the code capabilities in predicting themixing

in the RPV and core inlet plenum under unsteady NC asym-

metric loop flow and temperature conditions. The outcomes

of the assessment study show good qualitative agreements

with the experimental measurements. The main phenomena

occurring during the transient are well reproduced, especially

the dynamic evolution of the mixing level in the downcomer.

However, from the quantitative point of view, a discrepancy of

25% is observed. The origin of this deviation is still not well

identified, but it is most probably related to the combined ef-

fect of the scaling distortion, sensor measurement uncer-

tainty, and numerical diffusion aspects.

Onthewhole, theoutcomesof thecurrentstudyconfirmthe

capabilities of 3D thermalehydraulic system codes and their

use in simulating phenomena occurring under the NC mixing

phenomenon at the RPV scale. However, from the quantitative

point of view, additional investigation and work should be

done in order to improve the 3D code prediction capabilities.

Finally, as a good practice, we recommend the use of nodali-

zation based on an azimuthal node number between four and

eight times thenumberof the cooling loops.Thisallowsgetting

acceptable results within a practical CPU time.
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